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Electricity generation by fuel used in power stations, EU-25, 2004



CO2 concentration (parts per million, ppm) in the atmosphere 

during the last 10,000 years; inset panel: since 1750



Since the beginning of industrialisation the world hasSince the beginning of industrialisation the world has

experienced a rise in averageexperienced a rise in average temperature which is almost temperature which is almost 

certainly due to the mancertainly due to the man--made amplification of themade amplification of the natural natural 

greenhouse effect by the increased emission of greenhouse greenhouse effect by the increased emission of greenhouse 

gasesgases..

Evidence for this temperature rise includes the melting of Evidence for this temperature rise includes the melting of 

glaciersglaciers permafrost areas, and the arctic ice cap at an permafrost areas, and the arctic ice cap at an 

accelerated rate.accelerated rate.

Over the same period the concentration of anthropogenic Over the same period the concentration of anthropogenic 

greenhouse gases ingreenhouse gases in the atmosphere, among which carbon the atmosphere, among which carbon 

dioxide (COdioxide (CO22) is the main contributor, has) is the main contributor, has increased to a level increased to a level 

not observed for several hundreds of thousands of years;not observed for several hundreds of thousands of years;

Climate changeClimate change



Scenario of world primary energy sources

for a sustainable future



ConclusionsConclusions

A.A. Replacing nuclear power plants by coal burning plants Replacing nuclear power plants by coal burning plants 

is not an optionis not an option since it would significantly increase the since it would significantly increase the 

world’s total COworld’s total CO22 emission.emission.

B.B. Renewable sources will not grow fast enough to Renewable sources will not grow fast enough to 

replace nuclearreplace nuclear power in the near future.power in the near future.

C.C. TThe choice is not nuclear orhe choice is not nuclear or renewable sources, renewable sources, 

but nuclear and renewable sources.but nuclear and renewable sources.



  TWh   % e   No.   MWe   No.   MWe   No.   MWe  

 Belgium   44.3   54   7   5728   0   0   0   0  

 Bulgaria   18.1   44   2   1906   0   0   2   1900  

 Czech Rep.   24.5   31   6   3472   0   0   0   0  

 Finland   22.0   28   4   2696   1   1600   0   0  

 France   428.7   78   59   63473   0   0   1   1630  

 Germany   158.7   32   17   20303   0   0   0   0  

 Hungary   12.5   38   4   1773   0   0   0   0  

 Lithuania   8.0   69   1   1185   0   0   0   0  

 Netherlands   3.3   3.5   1   485   0   0   0   0  

 Romania   5.2   9.0   1   655   1   655   0   0  

 Russia   144.3   16   31   21743   3   2650   8   9600  

 Slovakia   16.6   57   5   2064   0   0   2   840  

 Slovenia   5.3   40   1   696   0   0   0   0  

 Spain   57.4   20   8   7442   0   0   0   0  

 Sweden   65.1   48   10   8975   0   0   0   0  

 Switzerland   26.4   37   5   3220   0   0   0   0  

 Ukraine   84.8   48   15   13168   0   0   2   1900  

 UK   69.2   18   19   10982   0   0   0   0 

 Europe   1194.4   35.4   196   169966   5   4905   15   15870  
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Generation 2006 
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 Reactors under 
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2007 
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May 2007 

European nuclear power reactors



NPP in the worldNPP in the world

715715792979291069610696Reactor yearsReactor years

1616324324358358Power (Power (GWeGWe))

6628283232CountriesCountries

6626263232In constructionIn construction

3434366366441441In operationIn operation

HWRHWRLWRLWRtotaltotalNPPNPP



Nuclear power plants provide 16% of the world’s Nuclear power plants provide 16% of the world’s 

electricity; they are aelectricity; they are a mainstay of Europe’s mainstay of Europe’s 

electricity production and supply 31% of itselectricity production and supply 31% of its

electricity.electricity.

A few new power plants are under construction in A few new power plants are under construction in 

Europe,Europe, whereas a significant expansion of whereas a significant expansion of 

nuclear electricity generation isnuclear electricity generation is foreseen in foreseen in 

South Asia and the Far East.South Asia and the Far East.



6 Units of total capacity 3760 MW6 Units of total capacity 3760 MW

�� 1970 1970 –– 19751975: : Units 1 & 2Units 1 & 2 by by 440 MW440 MW PWR, standard    PWR, standard    
first generation Soviet designfirst generation Soviet design

�� 1973 1973 –– 19821982: : Units 3 & 4Units 3 & 4 by by 440 MW440 MW PWR, enhanced PWR, enhanced 
first generation Soviet designfirst generation Soviet design

�� 1982 1982 –– 19911991: : Units 5 & 6Units 5 & 6 by by 1000 MW1000 MW PWR, standard PWR, standard 
second generation Soviet designsecond generation Soviet design

KozloduyKozloduy NPP 1990NPP 1990--20022002
CONSTRUCTION AND COMMISSIONNINGCONSTRUCTION AND COMMISSIONNING



ConcernsConcerns

Risk and SafetyRisk and Safety

RadioactivityRadioactivity

Another widely spread assertion is that cases Another widely spread assertion is that cases 

of leukaemia occur moreof leukaemia occur more frequently near frequently near 

nuclear installations.nuclear installations.





WasteWaste
Yearly, 10,500 tonnes of spent fuel are discharged from Yearly, 10,500 tonnes of spent fuel are discharged from 

nuclear reactors worldwide. The spent fuel must be either nuclear reactors worldwide. The spent fuel must be either 

reprocessed or isolated from thereprocessed or isolated from the environment for hundreds environment for hundreds 

of thousands of yearsof thousands of years..

However, the handling of spent fuel in the longHowever, the handling of spent fuel in the long--run is a run is a 

major concern.major concern.

Future perspectives for the handling of spent fuelFuture perspectives for the handling of spent fuel

The alternative to very longThe alternative to very long--time storage of spent fuel is to incinerate (burn) it intime storage of spent fuel is to incinerate (burn) it in

dedicated reactors or transmute longdedicated reactors or transmute long--lived isotopes into shortlivedlived isotopes into shortlived ones by ones by 

accelerator driven systems (ADS).accelerator driven systems (ADS).

Promising transmutation schemes based on accelerator driven systPromising transmutation schemes based on accelerator driven systemsems

(ADS) have been studied in the last decades. The basic idea is t(ADS) have been studied in the last decades. The basic idea is to use a hybrid o use a hybrid 

reactorreactor combining a fission reactor with a highcombining a fission reactor with a high--current, highcurrent, high--energy proton energy proton 

accelerator.accelerator.

SSuch a hybrid system could transmute radioactive wastes into shoruch a hybrid system could transmute radioactive wastes into shortt--livedlived

fission products and simultaneously produce energy.fission products and simultaneously produce energy.



The WWER spent The WWER spent 

fuel is fuel is retransportedretransported

to Russiato Russia

The final nuclear The final nuclear 

fuel storage in fuel storage in 

Bulgaria is till now Bulgaria is till now 

not existingnot existing



Nuclear Scientific and Experimental CenterNuclear Scientific and Experimental Center

with Nuclear Research Reactor (1961)with Nuclear Research Reactor (1961)

ReconstructionReconstruction

and Modernisationand Modernisation



The IRT-2000, Sofia research reactor storage has

73 spent nuclear fuel assemblies

of type C-36 and EK-10,

respectively with 36% and 10% 235U enrichment,

which have accumulated during the operation
of the facility.

The Government of United States of America and

the Government of the Russian Federation

signed a contract 

in May 2004 

for cooperation in transferring

of Russian-produced research reactor nuclear fuel 

to the Russian Federation



Proliferation and extremists’ threatProliferation and extremists’ threat

As any energy source nuclear energy generation is As any energy source nuclear energy generation is 

not free of hazards. The safety of nuclear power not free of hazards. The safety of nuclear power 

plants, disposal of waste, possible proliferation and plants, disposal of waste, possible proliferation and 

extremists’ threats are all matters of serious extremists’ threats are all matters of serious 

concern.concern.



Fuel cyclesFuel cycles

The onceThe once--through, or open, cyclethrough, or open, cycle

The closed cycleThe closed cycle

ConclusionsConclusions
OpenOpen-- and closedand closed--cycle nuclear reactors both generate energy bycycle nuclear reactors both generate energy by

neutronneutron--induced fission with heavy nuclei as fuel, but treat theinduced fission with heavy nuclei as fuel, but treat the

waste produced in different ways. The openwaste produced in different ways. The open--cycle system iscycle system is

attractive from the point of view of security. Closedattractive from the point of view of security. Closed--cycle systemscycle systems

recover useable fuel from the waste and hence have arecover useable fuel from the waste and hence have a

substantially smaller demand for uranium ore.substantially smaller demand for uranium ore.



Nuclear power generation in the futureNuclear power generation in the future

Advanced nuclear reactorsAdvanced nuclear reactors

GenIIIGenIII

Generation III (GenIII) reactors have been developed, such asGeneration III (GenIII) reactors have been developed, such as

the European Pressurised Reactor (EPR) presently under the European Pressurised Reactor (EPR) presently under 

construction at Olkiluoto,construction at Olkiluoto, FinlandFinland..

GenIVGenIV

IIntroducntroducinging new features suchnew features such as hydrogen production for as hydrogen production for 

transportation applications. There is also atransportation applications. There is also a possibility of using possibility of using 

the thoriumthe thorium--uranium cycle. uranium cycle. 



GFR  Gas-Cooled Fast 
Reactor  

Efficient actinide management; closed 
fuel cycle. Delivers electricity, hydrogen, 
or heat.  

LFR  Lead-Cooled Fast 
Reactor  

Small factory-built plant; closed cycle 
with very long refuelling interval (15-20 
years). Transportable to where needed 
for production of distributed energy, 
drinkable water, hydrogen. Also larger 
LFR are under consideration.  

MSR  Molten Salt Reactor  Tailored to an efficient burn up of Pu and 
MA; liquid fuel avoids need for fuel 
fabrication; inherently safe. Ranked 
highest in sustainability; best suited for 
the thorium cycle.  

SFR  Sodium-Cooled Fast 
Reactor  

Efficient actinide management; 
conversion of fertile U; closed cycle.  

SCWR  Super Critical Water-
Cooled Reactor  

Efficient electricity production; option 
for actinide management; once-through 
uranium cycle in the most simple form; 
closed cycle also possible.  

VHTR  Very-High 
Temperature Reactor  

Once-through uranium cycle; electricity 
production and heat for petrochemical 
industry, thermo-chemical production of 
hydrogen.  

 
Gen IV reactors and some of their specific properties



ConclusionConclusion

New reactor concepts (New reactor concepts (GenIVGenIV) will meet stringent ) will meet stringent 

criteria for sustainability and reliability of energy criteria for sustainability and reliability of energy 

production, and those for safety and nonproduction, and those for safety and non--proliferation. proliferation. 

Nuclear fission and fusion have the potential to make a Nuclear fission and fusion have the potential to make a 

substantial contribution to meeting future electricity substantial contribution to meeting future electricity 

needs.needs.



Uranium ore reservesUranium ore reserves

Conventional uranium resources are estimated to be 14.8 

million tonnes.

Taking into account  the conventional (about 10 million tonnes) 

and unconventional (about 22 million tonnes) resources, which 

are likely to be exploited if there is a demand, uranium ore 
reserves will last for several hundred years even if uranium is 

used in once-through cycle.

UU--mining in mining in 

Bulgaria is closed Bulgaria is closed 

since more than 15 since more than 15 

yearsyears



The INRNE-BAS
is the leading 
complex center in 
Republic of Bulgaria 
for research in the 
field of nuclear 
science, nuclear 
methods and 
technology, and 
their impact on the 
environment.



Complex Monitoring and ManagementComplex Monitoring and Management

of Environmentof Environment

MONITORINGMONITORING

PhysicalPhysical ChemicalChemical BiologicalBiological

MeteorologicalMeteorological

and Hydrologicaland Hydrological
SocioSocio--economicaleconomical



BEO MissionBEO Mission

Observing, complex monitoring and studying of global change, Observing, complex monitoring and studying of global change, 

climate, aerospace and terrestrial environment, natural hazards climate, aerospace and terrestrial environment, natural hazards 

and and technogenictechnogenic risksrisks
http://www.beo.inrne.bas.bg



Upgrading and renewal of S&T equipment and systems: more more 2020
in the frame of BEOBAL FP6BEOBAL FP6 and other EC projects:

• Air quality monitoring system

• Aerosols properties measuring devices

BEO Moussala

• Systems for radioactivity, cosmic particles detection and

complex environmental monitoring

• Modernized computer network and telecommunication system

• Improved automatic weather station and modernised video 

control and cloud formation observing system



BEO BEO MoussalaMoussala



BEO BEO MoussalaMoussala

Telecommunication systemTelecommunication system

High frequency radio transmission High frequency radio transmission -- 2.4 2.4 

GHzGHz; wireless Ethernet bridge;; wireless Ethernet bridge;

high speed data transfer high speed data transfer ––

up to up to 11 Megabits/s11 Megabits/s



Gamma Background Gamma Background 

ControlControl

BEO Moussala



Neutron and Muon Flux

BEO Moussala
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BEO BEO MoussalaMoussala
Radio, heavy metal and toxic elementsRadio, heavy metal and toxic elements

aerosols measurementsaerosols measurements
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Nuclear energy has a strategic place within the structure 
of the country’s energy system. 

The energy transformation technology as well as the
extremely high requirements regarding nuclear safety
call for the availability of scientific, applied, and 
operational potential, and for an adequate culture of 
safe use of nuclear energy. 

In that aspect, the research reactor as a material base, 
and its scientific and technical personnel, represent a 
solid basis for the development of nuclear energy in 
our country.

The acquired scientific experience and qualification in 
reactor operation are a precondition for the equal in 
rights participation of the country in the international 
cooperation and the approaching to the European 
structures, and assurance of the national interests. 

Educational ObjectivesEducational Objectives





Where is a will

Where is a will

there is a way

there is a way

http://www.inrne.bas.bg

http://www.beo.inrne.bas.bg

http://beo-db.inrne.bas.bg
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